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Possible disruption of remote viewing by complex
weak magnetic fields around the stimulus site and the
possibility of accessing real phase space: a pilot study.
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Abstract

In 2002 Persinger, Roll, Tiller, Koren, and Cook considered whether there are

physical processes by which recondite information exists within the space and

time of objects or events. The stimuli that compose this information might be

directly detected within the whole brain without being processed by the typical

sensory modalities. We tested the artist Ingo Swann who can reliably draw and

describe randomly selected photographs sealed in envelopes in another room. In

the present experiment the photographs were immersed continuously in repeated

presentations (5 times per sec.) of one of two types of computer-generated

complex magnetic field patterns whose intensities were less than 20 nT over most

of the area. WINDOWS-generated but not DOS-generated patterns were

associated with a marked decrease in Mr. Swann's accuracy. Whereas the DOS

software generated exactly the same pattern, WINDOWS software phase-

modulated the actual wave form resulting in an infinite bandwidth and complexity.

We suggest that information obtained by processes attributed to "paranormal"

phenomena have physical correlates that can be masked by weak, infinitely

variable magnetic fields.
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correlates, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), and
possible mechanisms.
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Abstract

In the present study, the artist Ingo Swann, who helped develop the process of

remote viewing (awareness of distant objects or places without employing normal

senses), was exposed during a single setting of 30 min. to specific patterns of

circumcerebral magnetic fields that significantly altered his subjective experiences.

Several times during subsequent days, he was asked to sit in a quiet chamber and

to sketch and to describe verbally distant stimuli (pictures or places) beyond his

normal senses. The proportions of unusual 7-Hz spike and slow wave activity over

the occipital lobes per trial were moderately correlated (rho=.50) with the ratings of

accuracy between these distal, hidden stimuli and his responses. A

neuropsychological assessment and Magnetic Resonance Imaging indicated a

different structural and functional organization within the parieto-occipital region of

the subject's right hemisphere from organizations typically noted. The results

suggest that this type of paranormal phenomenon, often dismissed as

methodological artifact or accepted as proofs of spiritual existence, is correlated

with neurophysiological processes and physical events. Remote viewing may be

enhanced by complex experimentally generated magnetic fields designed to

interact with the neuromagnetic "binding factor" of consciousness.
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